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Abstract. The management of models over time in many domains requires different con-
straints to apply to some parts of the model as it evolves. Using EMF and its meta-language
Ecore, the development of model management code and tools usually relies on the meta-
model having some constraints, such as attribute and reference cardinalities and change-
ability, set in the least constrained way that any model user will require. Stronger versions
of these constraints can then be enforced in code, or by attaching additional constraint
expressions, and their evaluations engines, to the generated model code. We propose a
mechanism that allows for variations to the constraining meta-attributes of metamodels,
to allow enforcement of different constraints at different lifecycle stages of a model. We
then discuss the implementation choices within EMF to support the validation of a state-
specific metamodel on model graphs when changing states, as well as the enforcement of
state-specific constraints when executing model change operations.
1 Introduction
The Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) is the most commonly used implementation of
the Essential MOF specification [Object Management Group, 2008]. Metamodels specified
in the EMF Ecore language result in generated code to support instances of a modelled
language or domain, in which the instances must strictly conform to constraints inherent in
the metamodel, such as cardinalities and attribute changeability. However, the models of
many domains require that these constraints change over time, as the objects modelled go
through lifecycle stages, which necessitates the specification of metamodels that contain
the weakest constraints required at any stage of a model’s life cycle. This requires the
addition of “business rules” within the supporting repository and tools to enforce tighter
constraints than the metamodel does, or constrain the user interface from allowing a user
to put a model into certain states at different lifecycle stages.
A related problem that we have encountered is a situation where there is a published
normative metamodel, which represents some idealised set of constraints that apply to
models which are already constructed and in use. In the first instance, there is always
a stage of building a model, at which point the instance cannot possibly conform to the
metamodel until a set of relevant instances and values are created and linked together.
Standard metamodels may be too restrictive to reflect the reality of the domain, and only
express the constraints of an idealised state of the model, which may only be achieved
after some process. In this case, the tools need to selectively enforce the metamodel con-
straints, or rely on a a parallel implementation of a more relaxed constraint model, thereby
compromising model interoperability.
Our approach to dealing with these situations is to allow for the creation of variations of
a metamodel in which the classes, attributes and references are all the same, but their
constraining meta-attributes are associated with a named lifecycle stage for instances. We
represent the lifecycle stages as a state-machine specification, with each stage represented
by a state.
Using Ecore we represent variations as annotations to the meta-attributes which are la-
belled with the name of the state in which the variation should be enforced. Two special
variations, which may or may not be represented in the state machine are created first: the
“normative” and “relaxed” variations. The normative metamodel is usually received from
a published standard. The relaxed metamodel is generated using model transformation to
alter the meta-attributes under consideration. The relaxed metamodel is then augmented
using the Ecore model annotation mechanism to embed the normative meta-attributes val-
ues as annotations. Following this, variations for each of the states representing lifecycle
stages are then embedded as additional annotations.
We then associate a state machine representing the lifecycle stages with the each “model
instance” (actually a graph of instances connected by containment references), and gener-
ate code which looks up the current state to determine which constraints to enforce when
models are validated or have change operations executed on them.
The next section provides a context for the approach, and describes a metamodel example
which motivates it. The details of the implementation are explained in Section 3. Future
work is discussed in Section 4, and related work is discussed in Section 5. The conclusion
is given in Section 6.
2 Motivating Context and Metamodel Example
The context for this work is in the management of model repositories created from meta-
models of data. We have a tool set which generates Web service accessible repositories of
data sets from Eore models called Repository as a Service (RaaS). The RaaS tools generate
only as many Web service operations in a repository’s WSDL interface (or URI mappings
in the REST interface) as needed to transfer coherent sub-graphs of objects which are con-
nected through containment references. The design rationale and initial implementation
are documented in [Duddy et al., 2010]. Currently the tools are being extended to gener-
ate customised interface support for multiple stakeholders, who have different constraints
depending on their role and the lifecycle stage of a shared model. This paper simplifies the
problem under consideration to a single user over many lifecycle states of the model. We
restrict the discussion of constraints for this paper to the enforcement of lower bounds on
attribute and reference cardinalities, and the changeability meta-attribute.
The initial use case for repository generation was for storing service descriptions as specified
by the MOF metamodel of the Unified Service Description Language (USDL)1 [Cardoso et al., 2009],
which is a large metadata set for describing human- and computer-provided services. The
USDL covers several aspects of service description, and includes participant, technical,
legal, pricing and service level modules. A more robust implementation of the RaaS tools
used to create a USDL repository is described in the [Barros & Oberle, 2011]. The ex-
ample that will be used in this paper is that of a Price Plan for a Service. See Figure 1
for a subset of the metamodel as it appears in the USDL specification. We require dif-
fering constraints when the service description transitions between three lifecycle stages:
Preparation for Offer, Offered and Deprecated. The state machine showing the transitions
allowed between these stages is shown in Figure 2.
Currently we are also considering the interactions of several stakeholders in the building
and construction industry through a model repository containing Building Information
1 Language specification can be obtained at http://internet-of-services.com, last accessed 28 July 20111




Fig. 2. The Simplifed Lifecycle Stages of a USDL Service Description
Models (BIM) [Succar, 2009], [Steel et al., 2010]. Similar variations to the constraints on
BIM models occur over their lifetime, and many of these are best described as variations
to the metamodel. The lifecycle is complex, and includes the design, engineering, quantity
surveying, construction and maintenance of buildings modelled as BIMs.
The Price module of USDL describes a very general framework for modeling price plans
for services. Its detailed design is described in [Kiemes & Oberle, 2010], and in the USDL
specifications. In the life cycle of a service description the following requirements on prices
are applicable in the three states described by our simplified lifecycle state machine (Figure
2):
Preparation for Offer There must be no lower bounds on any attributes or references.
All attributes and references must be changeable.
Offer All lower bounds must be enforced as in the normative metamodel, except that the
lower bound for taxes must be 1, as all prices are subject to VAT in the marketplace.
All references except taxes and adjustedComponents must not be changeable – which
allows taxes to be applied according to legislation, and discounts to be introduced.
Only the name attributes can change when in this state (although these are also not
expected to change). All other attributes must be fixed as they represent the offered
service price plan, which is required to be unchanged during the offer period.
Deprecated All lower bounds must be enforced as in the normative metamodel. All
attributes and reference must not be changeable.
Fig. 3. The Relaxed variation of the Price Plan metamodel
Note that due to a lack of standard graphical representations for the Ecore changeable
meta-attribute, we use a clear box next to an attribute to represent true and a black box
to represent false. For references we use an open arrow for true and a black arrow for false.
This allows for easy visual differentiation when comparing metamodel variants, as can be
seen when comparing Figures 3 and 4.
Fig. 4. The Offered variation of the Price Plan metamodel
The requirements for the Preparation for Offer state represent a general description of
what we call the“relaxed” metamodel. See Figure 3. The idea of relaxing constraints by
creating a metamodel variation was introduced by Ramos et. al. [Ramos et al., 2007] to
be used in their work on “model snippets” to facilitate pattern matching. Although the
delayed validation paradigm of MOF/EMF implies the existence of the relaxed metamodel,
the tool chain that we use in RaaS includes the Teneo relational database mapping, which
forces a model type check upon save. Therefore we need to explicitly create the relaxed
metamodel for use with the repository persistence layer, otherwise partially completed
Price models would not be able to be saved into the repository, which is intended as a
place for models to be stored for collaborative editing.
The Offer state (Figure 4) essentially re-introduces all the lower bound constraints of the
original normative metamodel from the USDL standard – however there some small vari-
ations, which represent trading conditions for service offered in our example marketplace.
However, in this state almost all attributes are unchangeable.
As one might expect, the constraints in the Deprecated state are designed to prevent
changes, and preserve the Price model as it was when offered to represent a historical
record of an advertised service offer (Figure 5).
0
Fig. 5. The Deprecated variation of the Price Plan metamodel
3 Implementation of Variant Constraint Enforcement
The conceptual basis of the approach is that the contents of a repository are modelled
as a set of structurally similar metamodels with variations in their meta-attributes which
reflect different constraints at different times in a model’s lifecycle.
The process by which we achieve a useful set of metamodel variants, and then use them
to construct a model repository with state-based constraint enforcement is as follows:
Generate a relaxed version of a standard metamodel. We do this using model trans-
formation in our Tefkat language and engine [Lawley & Steel, 2005]. For our purposes the
relaxation of the metamodel is defined as: set all attribute and reference lowerBound meta-
attributes to zero, and all of their changeability meta-attributes to true. We also introduce
a simple string-valued attribute in the root class in the relaxed metamodel, RaaSstate,
to represent the lifecycle state. This attribute will be set by the state machine associated
with the instance by the generated code.
Embed a set of annotations into the relaxed metamodel The convention in the EMF
tool community for augmenting metamodels for code generation is the use of annotations,
which are simply groups of string/string pairs which can be attached to any model element.
As they are then embedded into the original metamodel, they can be used via reflection
at run time to do constraint checking without additional machinery.
During the construction of the relaxed metamodel, where the new model differs from the
normative model, we store the variation as an annotation of the following form:
<eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" xmi:id="2869" name="name"
eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EString">
<eAnnotations xmi:id="2533" source="lowerBounded">
<details xmi:id="6135" key="Normative" value="1"/>
</eAnnotations>
</eStructuralFeatures>
The example above shows that the name attribute of PricePlan now has the (relaxed) de-
fault lowerBound of zero, and that in the normative version the attribute had a lowerBound
of one.
Edit the normative metamodel to reflect different constraints. The domain expert
that wishes to vary the constraints for each lifecycle state now edits the normative model
(or the relaxed model if that is closer to the desired state), and provides a metamodel
reflecting the constraints that apply in additional states of a model instance. The tools
then apply a diff transformation against the relaxed metamodel which adds additional
annotations for embedding that apply to that state. We have a number of diff and patch
library transformations written in Tefkat to perform these tasks [Hearnden, 2007]. These
are the additional annotations we generated for the lowerBounded annotation group for
the name attribute of PricePlan, as reflected in the metamodels from Figures 3, 4 and 5:
<details xmi:id="6136" key="InPreparation" value="0"/>
<details xmi:id="6137" key="Offered" value="1"/>
<details xmi:id="6138" key="Deprecated" value="1"/>
Alternatively the domain expert can simply edit the annotations to the relaxed metamodel
by copying the Normative value details already embedded there. The choice here depends
on the familiarity of users with particular tools.
Generate code for constraint checking There are many approaches possible, of which
we outline the two most appealing here:
1. Generate constraints in an existing constraint language, such as OCL. An OCL con-
straint can be directly embedded into the Ecore model as annotations to be used by
an OCL constraint checking engine. These constraints can be validated both in editors
and in the generated Java EMF instances. Here is the example for checking that the
name attribute is present (and non-null):
invariant lowerBoundedInvariant1:
self.lifecycleStage = ’Offered’ or
self.lifecycleStage = ’Deprecated’
implies not self.name.oclIsUndefined() and self.name <> ’’;
In later versions of EMF, OCL constraints can also be used to generate Java code
rather than executing a constraint checker. This can create very efficient constraint
checking implementations. However Eclipes’s constraint checking framework does not
currently not support triggering validation when setter methods are invoked. Another
drawback is that OCL is not capable of accessing the meta-class for an instance so
our constraint annotations must be duplicated in the OCL constraints. Therefore we
decided to use the following approach.
2. Using the EMF’s generatorAdapters extension point we embed a generic reflective
piece of code which queries the annotations in the metamodel of the object on which
the setter is called. The code produces a decision on whether to allow a setter to be
executed based on the state of the instance and what is effectively a lookup table in the
annotations of its class definition. The presence of our annotations in the metamodel
at generation time would cause this code to be embedded. In this way we can extend
the approach to enforce additional constraints which vary by lifecycle state during
method calls.
The first approach will be more efficient, as the code can execute directly, requiring only the
lookup of the current state, and where the cardinalities and changeability are in line with
EMF defaults, no guard code will need to be executed. The second is more dynamic, and
more maintainable, and allows for information about additional states to be inserted into
the annotations at runtime. It will, however, suffer from a slight performance disadvantage
due to reflective calls and generic constraint logic.
4 Future Work
Attentive readers will have noted that the state of a service description can transition from
Preparation for Offer or from Offered to the Deprecated state. The latter transition
seems to contradict the statement that deprecated service offers are preserved for the his-
torical record, as they would become freely editable again if returned to the Preparation
for Offer state. In fact transitions between states in the fully fledged lifecycle implemen-
tation will include the ability to clone models for storage as a record between any two
states, and so both transitions from the Offered state in the fully functional lifecycle
state machine would be marked to store historical copies of the model.
A related matter which is also being addressed is the potential contradiction between
required lowerBound multiplicities in the lifecycle state after a transition and the inability
in the current state to change the very attributes and references which are required to
have additional values. We are investigating several approaches, both of which start by
performing an analysis using Tefkat rules on the satisfiability of the constraints in each state
from its preceding states. The first approach would report the unsatisfiable constraints to
the domain modeller, and require corrections to the metamodel variants. Other approaches
include the insertion of an intermediate state with relaxed constraints to allow the model
to reach conformance to the next state, or a tool based approach which prompts modellers
to provide a minimum set of values to meet the constraints in the new state via an input
form or directed editor.
5 Related Work
The techniques for transformation-driven metamodel and model co-evolution of Wachsmuth
[Wachsmuth, 2007] are similar to our approach for generating the relaxed metamodel from
our normative metamodel, however we preserve all of the class and reference structure of
the model, and change only meta-attributes. The implementation for OCL in the EMF
framework by Akehust and Patrascoiu [Akehurst & Patrascoiu, 2004] uses the same basic
approach as we use for model validation, although their design is for single-state invariant
constraint enforcement. We essentially extend this to support the enforcement of invariants
that change with the state of the model.
Czarnecki and various co-authors have been modelling variation using feature models for
the purposes of creating hardware and software product families. This approach is also
extended to deal with cardinalities in [Czarnecki et al., 2005], however, it is assumed that
a single instance will be instantiated that falls within the cardinalities specified, and does
not vary over time. They unify this approach with metamodelling in [Bak et al., 2010], but
the focus is still on product development of multiple instances representing one variation
at a time, rather than managing a single data set which has different constraints over
time. They document the state of the art in product family variability as at 2010 in
[She et al., 2010].
6 Conclusion
We have proposed a mechanism of metamodel variation coupled with a lifecycle state ma-
chine which facilitates the generation of constraint checking code in the EMF framework.
The approach is designed to allow the improved use of normative specifications which con-
tain metamodels, but which fail to address all of the issues to do with changing constraints
over the lifetime of a set of independently evolving model instances. We are augmenting
our model repository to tailor the constraints on the models it stores to assist users in
keeping their models well-formed during lifecycle changes, by performing extra model vali-
dation and modification checking. This approach will be expanded to include consideration
of multi-stakeholder modelling processes, such as those found in the service broking and
building industries.
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